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Before Ivan Isaacs became the undead pilgrim who battles Temozarela's forces, he was just a mortal man
with the usual human failings. Orphaned at an early age, Ivan was adopted by Jacob Isaacs, a wealthy
frontiersman who wanted his only daughter, Jenna, to have a companion. In the solitude of the Isaacs'
homestead, the two siblings developed stronger feelings than their father or society would allow. To escape
from his desire, Ivan entered seminary, where he found a new interest: the study of ancient religions. Nine
years later, Father Ivan Isaacs is still haunted by memories of his true love. But a new figure has begun
appearing in his dreams—a Knight Templar, a holy defender of the crusades. Now Ivan stands at a
crossroads. One path leads to ancient demons, the other to a forbidden love.
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From reader reviews:

Stacee Stern:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yep, you can
choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a stroll,
shopping, or went to the Mall. How about open as well as read a book entitled Priest #4? Maybe it is being
best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time with your favorite's book, you can
wiser than before. Do you agree with it is opinion or you have additional opinion?

Kevin Lemon:

Book is to be different for each grade. Book for children until eventually adult are different content. As you
may know that book is very important for people. The book Priest #4 has been making you to know about
other expertise and of course you can take more information. It is very advantages for you. The book Priest
#4 is not only giving you a lot more new information but also being your friend when you feel bored. You
can spend your personal spend time to read your book. Try to make relationship while using book Priest #4.
You never really feel lose out for everything if you read some books.

Jessica Jones:

Do you one of people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained within the straightway, hold on guys
this kind of aren't like that. This Priest #4 book is readable by you who hate the perfect word style. You will
find the facts here are arrange for enjoyable reading experience without leaving actually decrease the
knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer of Priest #4 content conveys the idea easily to understand
by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in the information but it just different available as
it. So , do you nonetheless thinking Priest #4 is not loveable to be your top list reading book?

Joseph Cole:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our knowledge for everything. By a guide we can know
everything we wish. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or blank sheet. Every year had been
exactly added. This guide Priest #4 was filled about science. Spend your free time to add your knowledge
about your scientific research competence. Some people has various feel when they reading the book. If you
know how big good thing about a book, you can feel enjoy to read a publication. In the modern era like
currently, many ways to get book you wanted.
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